Opposing Viewpoints essay from an anthology that can also be found in print

Parenthetical/In-Text Citation
(Cohen)

Article or essay reprinted in a book or anthology
First cite the original publication in which the article was written. Then cite the publication in which the article was reprinted (using the abbreviation "Rpt. in" before that part of the citation) as shown below.


Parenthetical/In-Text Citation
(Fenin 458) *Notice the page number is for the page in the reprinted source.

Essay or overview from a reference book, retrieved from a database

“N. pag.” stands for no page numbers available. The N is capitalized only if preceded by a period.

Parenthetical/In-Text Citation
(Domina)

Biblical/sacred text
When citing sacred texts include the translation or version, and edition you used.


Parenthetical/In-Text Citation
Abbreviate the name of the book within a sacred text and use the chapter/s and verse/s numbers, not page numbers.
(NIV Thematic Reference Bible, Gen. 4.6-8)

Further references to the same edition should only include book, chapter, and verse/s.
(Gen. 4.6-8)
If the citation example you need isn’t on this handout, contact the Reference Desk for help at 443-412-2131 or visit www.harford.edu/library/ask_a_librarian.